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Abstract 
We show that the uniform termination problem is undecidable for length-preserving semi- 
Thue systems having 9rules. We then give an explicit uniformly terminating semi-Thue system 
J having 9 rules which is "universal with respect to termination problems" in some sense. 
It follows that there xists a fixed rule (Uo,Vo) such that 3-w ((Uo, Vo) } has 10 rules and 
undecidable t rmination problem. 
1. Introduction 
It is known that the uniform termination problem for finite semi-Thue systems is 
undecidable ([16, point (8) p. 227] or [18]) and that there exists some fixed finite 
semi-Thue system with undecidable termination problem (follows easily from the 
undecidability of the "halting problem" for Turing machines [13, Theorem 2.2, p. 70] 
and the translation of Turing machines into semi-Thue systems [13, Section 2, p. 
88-93]; see [18]). These general undecidability results have been recently refined in 
two directions: 
1. The uniform termination problem for length-preserving semi-Thue systems is 
undecidable [8]; this result implies the undecidability of the uniform termination 
problem for the finite graph rewriting systems tudied in [1]. 
2. There exists a term rewriting system with only one rule and undecidable t rmina- 
tion problem [12]. 
Our work will follow this trend towards a better knowlede of the frontier between 
decidable and undecidable problems. We establish ere that: 
3. The uniform termination problem is undecidable for length-preserving finite 
semi-Thue systems having 9 rules (Theorem 9). 
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4. There exists a semi-Thue system having 10 rules and with undecidable t rmina- 
tion problem (Theorem 19). 
The proof of (3) consists in giving a reduction from the accessibility problem for 
semi-Thue systems to the uniform termination problem for length-preserving semi- 
Thue systems; this reduction shows that, if there exists some semi-Thue system with 
n rules and undecidable accessibility problem, then the u-termination problem is 
undecidable for length-preserving semi-Thue systems with n + 4 rules (Theorem 8). 
The proof given by Matiyasevich that there exists some Thue system ~¢/with 3 rules 
and undecidable word problem [21, 10, 5,22] shows as weil that there exists some 
semi-Thue system JtC with 5 rules and undecidable accessibility problem (this was 
noticed in [23]). Our result (3) then follows. 1 
Result (4) is obtained by an adaptation of the ideas of [21]. We give an explicit 
construction ofa uniformly terminating system 3-, which has 9 rules and is "universal 
with respect to termination problems" in the following sense: to every finite semi-Thue 
system S and word t we can effectively associate a rule Us ~ Vs and a word Wsa such 
that S has an infinite derivation starting from t iff gr- ~ {(Us -o rs)} has an infinite 
derivation starting from Ws,t (Theorem 18). Our result (4) follows easily. 
To our knowledge, it is still unknown whether each 1-rule semi-Thue system has 
a decidable termination problem (question raised in [12, p. 110]), hence the frontier 
between decidability and undecidability (in this area) lies between 0 and 10. As weil, it 
is unknown whether the u-termination problem is decidable for 1-rule semi-Thue 
systems (but it is clearly decidable in the length-preserving case), hence the frontier 
between decidability and undecidability (in this area) lies between 0 and 9. In the 
length-preserving case this frontier lies between 1 and 9. 
2. Preliminaries 
2.1. Vocabulary, notation 
Words: Given an alphabet X, by (X*,.,  e) we denote thefree monoid generated by 
X (where. is the concatenation product and e is the empty word). As X* is embedded 
in F(X)  (the free group generated by X) we sometimes use the notation u-1 for the 
inverse in F(X)  of a word u. If u denotes a word, ü denotes its mirror image. 
Semi-Thue systems: A semi-Thue system over X is a subset ScX*  x X*. By -o s we 
denote the binary relation V f, g~X*, f "-*sg iff there exist (u, v)eS and et, fl~X* such 
that f--- ctuß, g = cwfl. -os is the one-step rewriting relation generated by S. The pair 
(«, u) is called the redex used in the rewriting step f -os 9. -~s (where i t  I~), * + -oS ,  ""~ S 
are then defined as usual from --Os (see [17]). By ~-*s we denote the binary relation: 
1The undecidability bounds given in [6, 11] concerning the word problem for groups and in [23] 
concerning the Post-correspondence problem are leaning on the result of [21] too. 
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¥f, 9eX* , f~sg i f f  f ~sgoro  ~sf  i • ~s,  ~s ,  +s  are then defined as usual from ~s .  
A derivation (mod S) is a sequence D = (wi, «~, u~, v~)~~, where I is a nonempty begin- 
ning section of t~ (i.e. I = [0,n] for some n~t~ or I = t~), for every i~I, wieX*, 
(ui, v~)~S and (i + le / )  » (cqui s a prefix ofwi, Wi+l = ctivi(«iu~)-lw~). The length of 
D is n (if I = [0,n]) or ~ (if I = t~). O is said to be a rl-derivation (rl stands for 
right-to-left) iff, ViEl -- {0}, I«i] < Icq-lVi-lJ. In order to abbreviate the notation we 
often (incorrectly) drop the data «~, u~, v~ in the definition of a derivation D. A semi- 
Thue system is called homogeneous 2 iff, V(u,v), (u',v')~S, lul = lu'l and Ivl = Iv'l. 
Algorithmic problems: The following algorithmic problems on semi-Thue systems 
are classical. 
(TP) Termination problem: The termination problem for the alphabet X and the 
semi-Thue system ScX*x  X* is the following: 
Instance: w~X*. 
Question: Does every derivation (mod S) starting on w have finite length? 
(when the answer is "yes", we say that S terminates on w). 
(UTP) Uniform termination problem: The uniform termination problem for a class 
cg of semi-Thue systems is the following: 
Instance: An alphabet X and a finite semi-Thue system S ~ X* x X* which belongs 
to ~g. 
Question: Does every derivation (mod S) starting from a word in X* have finite 
length? 
(When the answer is "yes" we say that S is uniformly terminating, some-times ab- 
breviated as u-terminating.) 
(NUTP) Nonuniform termination problem: The nonuniform termination problem 
for a class cg of semi-Thue systems is the following: 
Instance: An alphabet X and a finite semi-Thue system S c X* × X* which belongs 
to eg. 
Question: Does there exist some infinite derivation (mod S) starting from a word 
in X*? 
(WP) Word problem: The word problem for the alphabet X and the semi-Thue 
system S « X* x X* is the following: 
Instance: Two words w~, we~X*. 
Question: wl *-~s w2 ? 
2This terminology extends the terminology used in I-2, 3] for example. 
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(IWP) Individual word problem: The individual word problem for the alphabet X, 
the semi-Thue system S ~ X*x  X* and the word w~X* is the following: 
Instance: One word w~~X*. 
Question: wx *4BsW? 
(ACP) Accessibility problem: The accessibility problem for the alphabet X and the 
semi-Thue system S ~ X* x X* is the following: 
Instance: Two words Wx, w2eX*.  
Question: wl ~sW2? 
(IAP) Individual accessibility problem: The individual accessibility problem for the 
alphabet X, the semi-Thue system S ~ X* x X* and the word w~X* is the following: 
Instance: One word WI(~X*. 
Question: wl *s  w? 
Let us notice that the WP for S (resp. the IWP for S, w) trivially reduces to the ACP for 
S' = {(u, v)eX*[(u,  v)eS or (v, u)eS} (resp. the IAP for S', w). For more information 
the reader should refer to [19,4] (about semi-Thue systems) or [14,15] (about 
termination problems). 
2.2. Some useful results and systems 
Lemma 1 (rl-derivation lemma). Ler S be a finite subset of X+x X* and ler 
D = (wl, cq, ui, vi)i~1 be a derivation (mod S). 
1. I f  I is finite, there exist some permutation a : l  ~ I and some sequence (w'~,«~)~~t 
such that wó = Wo and (w'i, ~i, u,¢i), v«~i~)i«l is a rl-derivation (mod S) 
2. I f  l = N, there exist some injection a: I ~ I and some sequence ( w'~, «i)i~t such that 
wó = Wo and ( w~, ot'i, u,¢i), v«to )i~1 is a rl-derivation (mod S). 
Proof. (1) Finite derivations: Let us define an equivalence relation ,-~ on the set of 
finite derivations (mod S) by: 
For every D = (wl,al,ul,v~)~«t, D '= (w~,«~,u~,v~)j~j, D ~ D' iff I = J = [O,n] (for 
some n >1 0), Wo = wó, wù = w'ù and there exists some permutation a~Se~ such that 
Viel ,  (u«~i),v«~o) = (u~,vl). 
Let us denote by ~ù the lexicographic ordering on I~" induced by the ordering 
>~ on~:  
P = (P,,P2 ..... Pù) ~ùP' = (P'~,p'2 ..... p'ù) 
¢> p = p' or qj~[1, n] I Vi < j, Pl = Pj and pj > p). 
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For every D = (wl, «i, ul, vi)~<o.nj, we note 
a(D) = (l~ol,l~a[ ..... I~ù-11) .  
Ler us show now that 
D is not rl ~ 3D' such that D' ~ D and a(D') <ùa(D). (I) 
If D is not rl, then n~>2 and 3k~[1 ,n - -1 ] lw«- l=a«- lu« - lTk - lu«s«- l ,  
Wc = «k-~V«-ly«-lUkS«-I, Wk+~ = ««-iVk-~?«-aVkSk-~, where «~-lV«-17k-a = Œk. 
Let us define 
wl = wi (i ~ k), W'k = Œk-lUk-17k-lVkSk-l, 
¢ ! 
Œ'i=Œi ( idd{k-  1, k}), Otk-l=Œk-lUk-17k-1, Œk=Otk-1, 
(U;,V;) = (Ui, Vi) ( i¢ {k -- 1, k}), (U'k-l,V'k-1) = (Uk, Vk), (U'k,V'k) = (Uk-l,Vk-l). 
Then D' = (wi,Œ'i, u~, v'i)i~[o,ù] is a derivation (mod S) such that 
D'~D and a(D')-<ùa(D) 
because, Vi < k - 1, I~~1 = I~'~1 and I~k- 11 < la;,- 11. Hence our assertion (1) is proved. 
Now let D be any derivation of length n. As (N", _ù)  is a well-ordered set, there 
exists some D' ~ D such that 
a(D') = min.~ù{«(D")lD"~ D}. 
By the assertion (1) D' is rl. 
(2) Infinite derivations: Let D = (wi, «~, ui, vi)i«~ be a derivation (mod S). Let E be 
the set of all the finite rl-derivations D' fulfilling the following: 
D' is a finite rl-derivation (modS) of the form (w~,«'~, u~,v'~)i«to,ù] such that there 
exists some injection a: [0, n] ~ N with Vit  [0, n], (u«ù), v«(i)) = (ul, vl). 
Let ~( be the binary relation on E defined by: 
For every D '= (w'i,~i,u'i, vl)i~to.ù], D" = (WT,0¢'i',UT,V'i')i~[O,m], D'<D" iff n + 1 = m 
and Viel0, n], (ul, v~) = (u~', vi'). 
As S is finite, the relation ~ is finitely branching: 
VD'eE, {D"eEID'<D"} is a finite set. (2) 
The set E endowed with the relation -<, considered as a directed graph, is infinite (by 
point (1) of the lemma) and finitely branching. Moreover, there are only finitely many 
derivations D'eE of length 0. Hence one such derivation Dó of length 0 is a root of an 
infinite subgraph of E and, by König's lemma [20], this subgraph contains an infinite 
path: 
Dó-<DI-<...~(DI <. . . ,  (3) 
where D~ = (w'k.i, ~'k.i, U'k,i, V'k.i)i<o.«]. Let us define then 
B = (ffi, ai,üi,fl)i~~, 
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where wi = w'i.i, el = Œ}.i, (üi, f i )  = (IJPi,i, lfi,i)" As the sequence (D~,) fulfills (3), D is a 
derivation (mod S). Let us denote by a«: [0,k] ~ N an injection such that Vje[0,k],  
(u~,j, v;,j) = (u«ko» v«k(j~). We then define inductively a function a :N  ~ N by 
a(O) = co(O), (4) 
Vi >~ 1, a(i) = min{s~ai ( [O, i ] )  - a(I-0,i - 1-])}(us, rs) - - -  (üi, fi)}. (5) 
We have to show that this defnit ion is sound, i.e. the set used on the right-hand side of 
definition (5) is not empty. 
As / )  and Dl are equal up to the index i - 1, 
{jE [0, i -- 1]l(u«,o ), v«,o)) = (üi, vi)} = {je [0, i -- 1][(u«o), v«(j)) = (ü,, ~3 i)}. 
But the restrictions of al, a to [O,i - 1] are both injective, hence 
Card {s~ai([O, i - 1 ])[ (us, rs) = (üi, fi)} 
= Card{sea( [O , i -  1])l(us, v~) = (üi , f i )}.  
In addition, (u«,ti), re,to) = (üi, vi), hence, 
{s~ai([O, i])  -- a([O,i -- 1]) l (u»v,)  = (ü,, ~,)} :~ 0. 
By definition (5), a is injective. Hence we have proved that, under the assumption that 
there exists some a defined on I-0, i -  1], injective, fulfilling Eqs. (4) and (5) for all 
j ~< i - 1, a can be extended to [0, i-] so as to be injective, fulfilling Eqs. (4) and (5) for 
al l j  ~< i. The existence of an injection a defined on N and fulfilling (4) and (5) follows. 
The sequence (~~, ~~)i« ~and the injection a are fulfilling the conclusion of the lemma 
(point (2)). [] 
Remarks. (1 )The  conclusions of Lemma 1 can fail when the hypothesis 
"ScX+ ×X*"  is no more fulfilled: if S = {(e,e)},e ~se,  (resp. e ~se ~s ' " )  is 
a finite (resp. infinite) derivation D such that conclusion (1) (resp. (2)) does not hold. 
Anyway, if S contains e as a left-hand side of rule, it is clearly not u-terminating. 
(2) In conclusion (2) of the lemma, we cannot strengthen the conditions on a so as 
to have a permutation a : ler S = { (a, b), (b, a), (c, d), (d, c) } on X = { a, b, c, d }. Then the 
infinite periodic derivation 
ac --*sad ~sbd ~sbc  ~sac  ~s""  
is such that there is no permutation a fulfilling conclusion (2). 
(3) We believe the conclusions of Lemma 1 remain true even for an infinite 
semi-Thue system S, though our proof of point (2) fails in this case (König's lemma 
cannot be used any more); one could write such a proof, using the notion of planar 
directed acyclic graph associated to a derivation (as is done in [7] for context-sensitive 
grammars) and showing the existence of an ad hoc "right-to-left" infinite path in such 
an infinite DAG. 
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Definition (System °Il [21]). Let { a, b, e} be an alphabet and q /be  the set of rules: 
eaa --* ae, eab ~ be, eba ~ ae, ebb ~ be. 
q/ is  clearly confluent; we remind the reader it means that: 
Vu, v,w~{a,b,e}*, i fu  --*~v and u ~~w then 
3u ~{a,b,e}* such that v--*~u and w-~~u. 
q/is clearly u-terminating too. We denote by p the "total reduction" associated to q/: 
Vwe{a,b,e}*, p(w) is the unique ~/-irreducible word such that w~,p(w) .  
Lemma 2 (Folding lemma [21]). Let k >1 O. Ler (Ci)j~[L2k ] be words all having the 
same length n: Cj = Cl,jC2j...cùj (where cld~{a,b}). 
Ler N = cl,xcl,2 "'- cl,2«2,1c2,2 ... c2.2k ... cù,1cù,2 ... cù,2k. Ler u, re{a, b}* such that 
lul + [vl = 2 k - 1 and x~{a,b}. Then p(ekuNvx) = Cjxe k with j = Ivxl. 
This lemma is implicit in [21]; a very similar statement is proved in [5, Lemma 2.5 
p. 35]. 
Definition (The encoding z). Let X be an alphabet containing {a,b,e} and let 
z:X* ~ X* be the homomorph ism defined by 
z(a) = a, z(b) = ab, z(e) = bb, Vx~X-  {a,b,e}, z(x) = x. 
As q,x is injective and z(X) is a suffix code, z is an injective homomorphism. Let us 
note 0: {a,b} ~ {a,b} the bijection exchanging a and b. 
Lemma 3 (Lifting lemma [213). 
(I) VxE{a,b}, •u, weX*, •n >1 O, 
if (uxe", w)~S then 3v~X*, 3m >~ 0 such that 
(i) w = vxe", 
(ii) (uO(x)e", vO(x)em)eS, 
(II) V(u, v)eS, u ¢ e*. 
Then the followiny is true: 
VwxeX*, Vt~X*, 
Let S=X* x X* be a semi-Thue system such that 
/f"f(Wl) ""~~s) t, then 3w2eX*, t = z(w2) and wl ~sW2. 
This lemma is similar to [5, Lemma 2.16, p. 39]. 
Proof. Let us suppose that z(wl) = ctr(Ul)fl where «, fl~X*, (ul, vl)eS. Hypothesis I I  
implies that there exists q,s leX* ,  yeX-  {b,e}, z(u l )= tlysl. As the only occur- 
rence of y in a word of z(X) is in first position (from the left of the word), t le lm(z) ,  
ctt le lm(z) and z-l(~ttl) is a prefix of wl. Let us note u'l = r- l(ct).  
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Case 1: U'lUx is a prefix of wl (i.e. 3u~eX* ,  w~ = u'~ulu'i). Then w2 = u'x(Vl)U'~ has 
the required property. 
Case 2: u'~ul is not a prefix of Wl. As u'~ is a prefix of wt, one of the following 
subcases occurs: 
Subcase 2.1: ux = uae" where ueX*, n >t 0 and wl = u'l(ube")u'~, where u'~eX*. By 
hypothesis I(i), vl = vae" and by I(ii) the word w2 = u'l(vbe')u'~ has the required 
property. 
Subcase 2.2: ul = ube ~ where ueX*, n >~ 0 and wl = u'l(uae")ul where u'~eX*. 
Then vl = vbe" and the word w2 = u'~(vae")u'~ has the required property. [] 
Definition (System ~¢¢). In [21] a semi-Thue system Jt '  is defined which has undecid- 
able word problem. As noticed in [23], ~t' can be seen as a 5-rule semi-Thue 
system which has undecidable accessibility problem. The system J t  encodes a 
system cg defined in [9] such that for some word w the IWP for (eg, w) is undecidable. 
From this w one can easily build a word Wo such that the IPA for (.//,Wo) is 
undecidable too. 
3. Length-preserving semi-Thue systems with 9 rules and undecidable uniform 
termination problem 
We give here a reduction of the individual accessibility problem for finite semi-Thue 
sytems to the nonuniform termination problem for length-preserving finite semi-Thue 
systems. 3 
The general idea of our reduction is the following. 
Let So c X* x X~ be a finite semi-Thue system and Wo a word over Xo. We build 
a semi-Thue system $2 over a finite alphabet X2 such that the IWP for (So,wo) 
reduces to the IAP for (Sz, e). Moreover * s2 fulfills some kind of right-cancellation 
property (Lemma 4). We then associate to every weX*,  a length-preserving semi- 
Thue system ~(w) such that, 4 eg(w) is non-u-terminating if and only if w ~s2e 
(Lemma 7). Moreover Card(Cg(w)) = Card(So) + 4. 
Applying this reduction to the system So = J / reca l led  in Section 2.2, we prove the 
undecidability of the uniform termination problem for length-preserving finite semi- 
Thue systems having 9 rules. 
We begin the constructions in details. Let Xo = {a,b}, and So be a finite semi- 
Thue system over Xo and woeX*, X1 = {a,b,x,~}, $1 =Sou {XWo~,e} and 
3We give here a many-one r duction of the IAP to the NUTP. Of course it implies that the IAP is 
truth-table-reducible (and a fortiori Turin#-reducible) to the UTP, see [24, Chs. 7, 8, 9]. 
4This statement is proved for words w of a special kind only, see Lemma 7, but we omit here the technical 
details. 
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: { a, b, x, 2 } * ~ { a, b }* be the homomorphism defined by 
~(a) = aabab 4, ~(b) = aab2ab 3, ~(x)  = aab3ab 2, ~(~) = aab4ab. 
We set y -- ~,(x), j7 = ~,(~). Furthermore, let SE ---- {(~(u),~k(v))I(u,v)~S1}. 
Lemma 4. Let u~{ a,b }*, v~{ a,b }*, n ». 1. The following properties are equivalent: 
(1) u(y~(v)y)" ~s2 u, 
(2) y~(r)y -"s~~, 
(3) @(v) *s~~(Wo), 
(4) v ~soWo. 
Proof. Obviously, (4) ~ (3) ~ (2) ~ (1). Let us suppose that (4) is false: 
V 7~So W 0. 
As ~ is overlap-free, we can conclude that (3) is false: 
* 
~(v) ~s2 ~(Wo). 
Let us now show by induction on m ~> 0 the following property P(m): 
Vwe{a,b}*,  if u(y~(v)y)" -% s2w then 3Uo,Vl ..... vùe{a,b}* such that 
* 
W = Uo(yl~(Vl)9)"'" (yl,&(vl)y)"'" (y~l(vn)y), U --*s2 Uo 
~,(~) * --*s~~(vi) for all ie[1,n] .  
If m = 0: this is clearly true. 
I fm=m'+ 1: 
ra' t 1 u(y~(v).~) n --~s2 w --~s2 W. 
By induction hypothesis: 3uó, v'~ ..... v'ùe {a, b }* such that 
w' uó(y~(v'l)y) ... (y~(v'i)Y)... (y~(v'ù)y), * ' U ~ $2 UO 
• r g/(v)--*s2~k(vi) for all ie [1 ,n]  
- Every occurrence in w' of a word ~k(c¢), where (~,fl)eS0, is disjoint from every 
occurrence in w' of the words y, j7 (because ~k(a) (resp. fr(b)) has no overlap with 
fr(x) or with ~(~)). 
- As (3) is false, no ~b(v~) is equal to ~k(Wo). 
Hence every redex (mod S2) in w' must lie inside one of the given occurrences of uó, 
~k(v~) ..... ~k(v'ù); this establishes P(m). 
For every word we { a, b }*, let us denote by I w Ir the number of distinct occurrences 
of y as a factor of w. If w has the form given in P(m), then Iwlr >~ n. Hence for 
p~>]u l+ 1, 
u(Y~/( v) Y) v -/-'s~ u. 
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But u(yqJ(v);)" ~s~ u would imply 
u(y~k(v)Y) p --*s~U, with p = n(lu[ + 1). 
Hence u(yO(v)Y)" ~s~U. [] 
By "-- we denote the substraction i [~: 
{Op if p<q,  
P ' - -q= - -q  if p>~q. 
To every we{a,b}*  we associate the semi-Thue system ~g(w) over the alphabet 
X = { a, b, e, # } consisting of the set of rules: 
(rl) elWl# ~ w#,  
(r2) ea ~ ae, 
(r3) eb ~ be, 
(R4) el+(Ivl~l~Du ~ ve l+(l~l=l~t) (for every (u,/))eS2). 
Let q~:X* --* {a,b}* be the homomorphism defined by 
~o(a)=a, tp(b)=b, tp (e )=~o(#)=e.  
Lemma 5. For every w, w' eX*  
(W * ' * --'~~w~-~rll w) = (~o(w) ~s~ ~o(w')). 
Proof. It suffices to check that, V(«, f l )~f f (w)-{r l} ,  q~(«)~s2~O(fl), where 
n~{O, 1}. [] 
Lemma 6. eg(w) - {rl} is u-terminatin9. 
Proof. Let ~ be the lexicographic ordering on X* induced by 
e<a<b- (#.  
Then, V(~,fl)~Cg(w) - {rl}, 
I~[=lfl l  and ~_ f l .  
Hence ~(w)- -  {rl} is u-terminating. [] 
Lemma 7. Let  ve{a ,b  }*. Cg(y~(v)~) is not u-terminatin9 ¢~ y~(v)y  *s2e .  
Proof. (~)  Let w = y~,( v ) 9. Let w = Vo --* s~ Vl --* s~ " " vi ~ s~ Vi + l "" ~ s~ Vù = e be 
a derivation from w to e. Let l = max{1 + (Ivl '- lu[)l(u,v)eS2} and p = In. One can 
prove by induction on i that: 
* e p -  Vi6[O,n], :qql ~ O, ePw# ---~~¢(w) l iv leqi#. 
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As ~(w) preserves the length qù = p + Iwl, hence 
v~e«-# = et J+l~l~ -..~~rl}ePw#. 
Hence e»w # + 
(=:.) For every derivation D = (vi)i«i we note I[ D l[ = I vol (we call I1 D [I the width of 
D and notice that Viel, IJ D II = Iv~[ because CK(w)is length-preserving). Let D = (vi)i«t 
be an infinite derivation of minimal width. The form of the rules implies then: 
Viel, vie{a,b,e}*#. 
By Lemma 6, infinitely many steps of D use the rule rl. 
Hence there exists an infinite sequence il < i2 < -.. < ij < --. such that, for every 
j~>l ,  
Vij UjW ~ * e Iwl ~- --*,~(w)_{rl}Uj+l ~ : Via+ _ 1. 
By Lemma 5, for every j 1> 1, 
* 
~o( u j )w --, s2 ~O( u j+ ~ ). 
As the words { ~o(uj)[ 1 ~< j} have bounded length, there exists 1 ~ j < j' such that 
~o(uj) = ~o(uj,), 
which implies that 
~0(uj)wJ'-J ~$2 ~(uA- 
But w = y$(v)~, hence by Lemma 4, points (1) and (2), 
W -*s2e .  [] 
Theorem 8. I f  there exists some semi-Thue system So with n rules and some word Wo 
such that the individual word problem for (So,wo) is undecidable, then the uniform 
termination problem is undecidable for len9th-preserving semi-Thue systems with n + 4 
rules. 
Proof. By Lemma 4 "v * "" * "" ---,soWo: reduces to "y~(v))7--,s2e: which by Lemma7 
reduces to "is ~(y~(v)~) u-terminating?". Hence this last problem is undecidable. One 
can check that C~(w) has Card(So) + 4 rules. [] 
Theorem 9. The uniform termination problem is undecidable for length-preserving 
semi-Thue systems having 9 rules. 
Proof. Let us take So = ~/  and Wo be a word such that the IWP for (So,wo) is 
undecidable (see Section 2.2). We recall that J /has  5 rules. The result follows from 
Theorem 8. [] 
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4. Semi-Thue systems with 10 rules and undecidable termination problem 
In this section we build explicitly a semi-Thue system 9- which has 9 rules and such 
that the termination problem of any system S on any word t can be encoded as the 
termination problem of Y- ~ { Us ~ Vs } on a word Ws., (where Us, rs, Ws,t can be 
computed from S and t). 
Let us consider the alphabet X = {a,b,c,e} and the system 6e on X composed of 
the following rules: 
rl • cae ~ eaa, r5 • eaa -~ ae, r9 : ac --* ca, 
r2"cbe~ eab, r6"eab~ be, r l0 :bc~ cb, 
r3 :cae~ eba, r7 :eba~ ae, r l l :ec~ ce, 
r4"cbe ~ ebb, r8"ebb ~ be, r l2:cce --, ec, 
r l3 :ccac - ,  acc. 
4.1. Some properties of 5 a 
Lemma 10. 6" is uniformly terminatin#. 
Proof. Let ~lex be the lexicographic ordering on X* induced by: c < b -< a < e. Let 
_ be the ordering on X* defined by f~g  i f f ( I f l  < [gl or ( I f l  = Igl andf_ lexg).  Let 
2: X* ~ N x X* defined by 2( f )  = ( I f le, f ) .  Let E be the lexicographic ordering on 
[~ × X* deduced from the usual ordering on N and the ordering _ on X*: for every 
(n,u), (n' ,u')~N xX*,  
(n ,u)E(n ' ,u ' )  ¢~ n<<. n' or (n = n' and u~u') .  
I fu  ~~v then 2(u)-q2(v). Hence Y is uniformly terminating. [] 
From now on we consider some fixed integers k >~ 0, l/> 0. 
Let I I :{a ,b ,c ,e}*~ {a,b,e}* be the homomorphism defined by: Vx~{a,b,e},  
I l (x)  = x and I l (c)  = e. 
Let t2«{a,b ,c ,e}*  defined by: f2 = I I - l ( [ (a  + b)*ek]~.,) (ql has been defined in 
Section 2). 5 
We define a function H:f2 ~ {a,b}* by 
VwEf2, H(w) = p(l-l(w))e -k 
5One can notice that, since q/ is confluent and u-terminating, and since O1 := (a + b)*e k consists of 
q/-irreducible words only, a word w belongs to I2 if and only if Il(w) **u  for some uef21 . Thus, f2 really 
consists of all ancestors of the words from f2t modulo q/ interspersed with an arbitrary number of 
occurrences of the letter c. 
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(in other words: H(w) is the unique word such that El(w) *-.«H(w)ek). We consider 
the integers: P = (l + 2)8 k, Q = (l + 1)(2 k - 1) + 2. 
Lemma 11. Y preserves the set f2 and the function H i.e. Vw~f2, Vw'~{a,b,c,e}*, if 
* p 
w ~«w then 
(1) w'e f2, 
(2) H(w) = H(w'). 
Proof. /7(5 a) and q/ are generating the same congruence on {a,b,e}*, hence 
5e preserves f2 and also the function: w ~ p(El(w)), hence it preserves H. [] 
Lemma 12. Ler p >~ O, q = p.2 k and al,a2, ..,ape{a,b}. Then there exist r >~ 0 and 
bl,b2, ..,bqe{a,b } such that 
alct'a2c e ... aßee k *~crekblct2b2c t2 ... b«c O-. 
Proof. For every n >~0 we note P(n)= 4"Q + (4" -1 ) /3 .  Vn >/1, Val,ble{a,b}, 
alce(ù)e *_, so eb l c(e(n)- 1)/4alc(e(ù)-l)/4 = eblce(ù -1)alce(n-1). By induction on n and 
p we obtain: 
Va1, a2 ..... apo{a, b}, 3bl, b2 ..... b«~{a, b} (with q = p2") such that 
alce(,,) a2cP(n) ... apcP(n)ek *--%~ekblcP(n-k)b2cP(n-k) ... bqcP(n-k). (6) 
Let us take n = k in (1), define r = p(P - P(k)), notice that Q = P(O). We obtain 
alcP a2 cP ... apcPe k *--~«cralcP(k)a2 cP(k) ... abcP(k)ek *--~secrekblcQb2cQ ... b«c Q. [] 
Lemma 13. Let w = uekv, oe, A, fle{a,b} *, xe{a,b} such that 
(1) uec*((a + b)ce) *, 
(2) ve((a + b)ce) *, 
(3) H(w) = ŒAxfl, 
(4) IEl(u)l < I~Axl, 
then there exists ul,u2,vl such that 
(5) ue«v *s ,  ulekcevl, 
(6) u2~c*{a,b}*, 
(7) ul = uu2, 
(8) vle((a + b)cQ) *, 
(9) El(u1) = «Ax. 
Proof. Let vl, v2 be the factors of v such that ]El(v2)l = (IŒAxl - IEl(u)l)2 k and 
v = v2cevl. Let u3 = H(ekv2). Then 3r I> 0, ekv2 *-~~C'U3 ek (it Suffices to use rules 
r5- r l  1). 
Let us take u2 = cru3 and ul = uu2. We have 
uekv : uek132cQ1)l *---~~uu2ekcQI)I ~- ulekcQu1 
(see Fig. 1). [] 
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I u i .~1 
t l  I 
H Il(u) 
«Ax 13 
H 1"1( u ~ ) 
Fig.  1. Lemma 13 
Lemma 14. Let A~{a,b}*,  xe{a,b},  We{a,b}*  such that IAI = land Axe « *~ekW.  
Then Axe« c • *se e k Wc 2. 
Proof. Let K=( l+ l )+2( l+ l )+. . .+2k- l ( l+ l )=( /+ l ) (2  k - l ) .  One can 
check that 
Axekc K *se e « W. 
As Q = K + 2, the lemma follows. [] 
4.2. Universality of  öP. 
Ler us consider two integers h~>2, m~>0. Let us define: Db= {aabiabh+l-il 
1 ~< i ~< h} (this code is introduced in 1-21]). f2(h) = Fl - l ( [D*aek]*~) (we can notice 
that O(h) c f2). 
Let Tc{a ,b}*×{a,b}*  be a semi-Thue system such that T={(A j ,  Bj)[ 
1 ~< j ~< 2 k } where for every j, 
Aj, Bj~D~, IAjl = I, Ißjl = m, 
Aj = al,jaz,j.., al,j (ai j6{a,b}),  
Bj = bl , jb2j . . ,  b,ù,j (bi,je{a,b}). 
Let us then define (as in 1-21]): 
L = a l , la l ,  2 . . .  a l ,2ka2 ,1a2 ,  2 . . .  a2 ,2  k . . .  al,lal, 2 . . .  ~l,2k~ 
M = bl,lbl,2 ... bl,2kb2,1b2,2 ... b2,2~ ... bin, Ibm,2 .,. b,ù,2k. 
We consider the integer R = (l + m + 2)P and the one-rule semi-Thue system: 
= {(Le, M: )} .  
Lemma 15. Ler w a f2( h ) and ler w ~« ~ ~ w be a derivation with exactly n steps in ~ ~. 
Then H(w) ~*rH(w') .  
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Proof. Lemma 11 remains true with f2(h) in place of f2. Since L admits the prefix a 2'+', 
every occurrence of L in a word wef2(h) must be on the right of the rightmost 
occurrence of e. The "Folding lemma" (see Section 2) then shows that 
w &ew'  » H(w)  &TH(W'). [] 
Lemma 16. Ler w = uekv, je[1, 2k], et, fl~ { a, b } * such that 
(1) uöc*((a + b)cP) *, 
(2) v~((a + b)c°) *, 
(3) H(w)  = ~Ajafl, 
(4) IctAja[ <~ In(u)[ + l -  1 
then there exists ua, va such that 
+ k (5) uekv --* «~aeule vl, 
(6) ua~c*((a + b)cP) *, 
(7) VlE((a + b)ce) *, 
(8) H(ua) = ctBja, 
(9) H(ekvi) = fl. 
This lemma is a kind of converse of Lemma 15. It shows that, ifw, wa are words in 
a suitable rational subset of I2(h), namely the set 
f2(h) ~ c*((a + b)cP)*ek((a + b)cQ) * 
+ 
then, every rewriting step H(w) --*r hl can be lifted to a derivation w --*se~ a wa, with 
H(wa) = ha. The technical hypothesis (4) expresses the fact that the rewriting step 
H(w)  ~r  ha under scrutiny does not use a redex which is "toofar on the right" of the 
factor I l (u) in H(w)  = II(u)H(ekv). This technical hypothesis will be satisfied by each 
step of a right-to-left derivation (mod T) (see proof of Lemma 17). 
Proof. We distinguish two cases, according to the Iocation of the redex Aj relative to 
II(u). Either IctAjal ~< I/-/(u)l (case 1), which is the simplest case to handle. Or 
I«Ajal > IH(u)l (case 2). This case is more delicate to handle. We shall use the 
technical hypothesis (4), and the fact that the integer R is "sufficiently large" to ensure 
that we can keep the word wl in the rational set c*((a + b)ce)*ek((a + b)cQ) *. 
Case 1: [ctAja[ <<. IH(u)[. Let u'ec*((a + b)ce) *, u" E((a + b)ce)*lu = u'u" and 
I I(u') = [ctAjal. Applying Lemma 12 to u"= alcPa2cP...apc P we get some word 
v"e((a + b)cQ) * and some r/> 0 such that 
U "ek *se  C rekv'. 
Hence 
uekv *~ec'u' ekv" v with Fl(u') = ctAja. (7) 
Let u '  ' ' = UaU2 where II(u'l) = o~, II(u'2) = Aja, u'z~((a + b)ce) *. 
u'2 ek = aL jce  a2,jc P ... at,jcV acP e k *.-~  cr 'a l , ja2, j  ... al,jaekc Q (8) 
(where rl = (l + 1)P - 2kQ). 
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H H(u ) H( ekv ) 
1 CA la 
H H(u ) H( 
« llja 1~ 
11 
eN t ) 
j.._.--q 
Fig. 2. Lemma 16, case 1 
By the Folding lemma 
* k A) aek ",- ~u e u3Lv3a 
(for some u», v3e{a,b}*, with [u31 - 
Lemma 14 
Ajae kc° *s~ eku3Lv3 ac2, 
* k eku3Lv3 ac2 --*se e u3 (Lc)v3ac ~~ eku3McRv3 ac. 
By the Folding Lemma: 
eku3McRv3 ac *s~ BFgace k. 
(Using rules r5-r8, the four analogous derivations 
excRy *s~cRye (x, ye{a,b}) 
and also rule r l l . )  
(9) 
- - j  (mod2k), [/'/3[ "{- Iv3l = 2 k - 1). By (9) and 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
Let r2 = R - mP - 2(P - 1) and u'~e((a + b)cV) * such that II(u'~) = Bja: 
B~cRac *sec'2u~ (13) 
(using r9, rl0, r13). By (7), (8), (10)-(13) 
__.+ .... , »tl + ,2 ,ùk , ,  (14) Œekv ,~~~t .  ~1 t. ~2 ~ ~ ~,. 
Using rules r9, rlO, 
cru'lc ~' +r2u~zekv" v *s~ C "+'' +"2U'lu~ekv"V. (15) 
The equation (7) and the invariance of H by b ° imply that H(ekv"v) = fl, hence 
ul = c~+r~+'~u'lu~ and vl = v"v are the required words. 
Case 2: I//(u)l + 1 ~< I«A~a[ <~ I//(u)l + l - 1. By Lemma 13 there exist u', u4, v4 
such that 
uekv *sP u' ekcev« (16) 
(with u«Ec*{a,b}*, u' = uu4, v4e((a + b)ce) *, H(u') = otAja). Moreover here, 
I/7(u4)1 ~< l - -  1. (17) 
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I ' I 
H I l(u) H( el'v ) 
aA ja 
e k v l  H I l (u) H( e% t ) 
« Bja 13 
Fig. 3. Lemma 16, case 2 
By arguments similar to those used in (8)-(12) we obtain: 3u»~((a + b)cP) *, 
3u6E(a -q- b)*, 3r 3 >1 0 such that 
u' ekcQv4 -*+ ~ Jt cr3u5u6cRaceku4, (18) 
Fl(usu6a) = ctBja, lu6l ~< m + l -  1. As R >~ (m + l -  1)P + 2(P -  1), 3r4 >~ 0 such 
that 
uöcRac *«cr4u'6ac e with u'6E((a + b)cP) *. (19) 
By (16)-(19) 
* ¢r3+r4u5ur6acPekv4. (20) uekv "-~~ w ~ 
Hence Ul = c'3+'"usu'6a nd vlz = v4 are the required words. [] 
Let ~b: {a,b}* ~ {a,b,c}* be the homomorphism defined by ~b(a) = a« P, 4~(b) = bc e. 
Lemma 17. Let uöD*. T has an infinite derivation startin9 on u iff 5 '~ w ~ has an 
infinite derivation startin 9 on (a(ua)e k. 
Proo£ If T has an infinite derivation starting on u, by Lemma 1, T has an infinite 
rl-derivation starting on u, hence an infinite rl-derivation starting on ua. As Dh is 
overlap-free, very redex Aj in this derivation has a right-context beginning with a. As 
the derivation is rl, if w = «B~aß = «'Ajaß' (where B~ is the result of a derivation-step 
and A~ the redex of the next step), then I~'Ajal <~ I «B~a I + l - 1. Lemma 16 shows that 
each step can be "lifted" to a derivation (mod 5P w ~)  with nonnull, finite length. 
Hence 5 p w ~ has an infinite derivation starting on (a(ua)e k. 
The converse statement comes from Lemmas 9 and 14 and the fact that, in a 
Toderivation starting from ua, no redex, can use the rightmost letter a (because 
T~D*×D*) .  [] 
4.3. The system J -  
Let z: {a,b,c,e}* ~ {a,b,c}* be the injective homomorphism defined by z(a) = a, 
z(b) = ab, r(c) = c, z(e) = bb. Let 
~--= {z(r l) ,z(r3),~(r5),z(r7),~(r9),z(r l0),z(r l l ) ,z(r l2),z(r l3) }. 
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Hence J consists of the following rules: 
r'l : cabb ~ bbaa, r'5 : bbaa ~ abb, 
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r '3:cabb-~ bbaba, r7 :bbaba~ abb, 
Theorem 18. 
r'9 : ac --* ca, 
r' l O : abc ~ cab, 
r ' l l :bbc  ~ cbb, 
r'12 : ccbb ~ bbc, 
r' l 3 : ccac --* acc. 
The system oj- is "universal with respect to termination" in the following 
sense: the termination problem of any system S on any word t can be encoded as the 
termination problem of 5 • {Us ~ rs} on a word Ws.t (where the words Us, rs. Ws.t are 
computable functions of S and t). 
Proof. Let X be a finite alphabet and S a finite semi-Thue system on X. 
S:ul ~ vl (l~<i~<n). 
Let us consider 
l=max{[ul]] l<~i<<.n},  m=max{[v i [ [ l<~i<~n},  Y=Xw{x l} .  
We then define a new system $1 over the alphabet Y by 
Sl :uifl ~ vißx~ +"-Iv'~q (Vie[1,n], Vfle yl-luil), 
x17 ~ ~x] '+1 (V~~Yl-1). 
This system S~ is homogeneous and such that, for every ueX*,  
S has an infinite derivation starting on u 
¢:" $1 has an infinite derivation starting on ux~. (21) 
Let us note h= I YI and Y= {Yl,Y2 ..... Yh}. We define an homomorphism 
O: Y* --" {a,b}* by 
Vie[1, h], ~(Yl) = aabiabh+l-i. 
Let us define 
T= {(O(u),O(v))[(u,v)eS~ }, k = Vlog2(Card(T)) 7. 
Let L, M, R be associated to T as defined in Section 4.2 and let 
u~ = z(Lc), Vs = z(Mc~). 
For every ueX*,  the following properties are equivalent: 
(0) S has an infinite derivation starting on u, 
(1) S~ has an infinite derivation starting on ux~, 
(2) T has an infinite derivation starting on ~,(ux~), 
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(3) A a w ~ has a infinite derivation starting on dp(~(ux~)a)e k, 
(4) z(6 e w ~)  has an infinite derivation starting on z(cB(~(uxtl)a)ek). 
(5) J -u  {(Us,rs)} has an infinite derivation starting on z(c~(¢(uxtl)a)ek). 
(0) ¢:- (1) holds by (21), 
(1) <:~ (2) holds because ~ is overlap-free, 
(2) ¢~ (3) holds by lemma 17, 
(3) ¢~ (4) holds because Aa w ~ fulfills the hypothesis of the Lifting Lemma, 
(4) ~ (5)holds because 
+ ~ --...k + 
~(,.~ u ~) .~ u {(Us,rs) }" 
The three words z(cb(~(uxtl)a)ek), Us, Vs are clearly computable from S, u. The equiva- 
lence between (0) and (5) then proves Theorem 18. [] 
Theorem 19. There exists two words Uo, Vo~{a, b, c}* such that the termination problem 
for ~'- u {(u0, Vo)} is undecidable. 
Proof. Let So be a finite semi-Thue system on X such that the termination problem 
for So is undecidable (such an So exists, see [19]) and let (Uo,Vo)= (Uso,Vso). By 
Theorem 18, the termination problem for 3- u {(Uo,Vo)} is undecidable. [] 
As 9- posesses 9 rules, the above theorem shows the existence of a fixed semi-Thue 
system with 10 rules and undecidable termination problem. 
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